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The Relevance of Rigor

Donald R. Lehmann

Have careful thought and analysis become casualties of timepressured business environments? This commentary suggests that
rigor and empirical generalization—the hallmarks of academic
research—are critical to knowledge development, and hence good
marketing practice.

“If you can keep your head when all about are
losing theirs….” In increasingly challenging
times, the pressure to make quick decisions
increases. Consequently, reflection and careful
consideration are too often viewed as luxuries.
Donald R. Lehmann is
2001–2003 MSI
Executive Director and
George E. Warren
Professor of Business,
Columbia University
Graduate School of
Business.

The Marketing Science Institute is a 42-year-old
nonprofit organization with the mission of developing, translating, and disseminating knowledge
that has the potential to impact business practice.
In order for the impact to be positive, the knowledge disseminated must be accurate. Hence, aside
from the fact that MSI’s middle name is “science,”
it is important that knowledge be rigorously
developed. However, busy managers may be
tempted to rely on anecdotal evidence, intuition,
and quickly executed studies and analyses to
answer specific questions.
The purpose of this discussion is to suggest that
rigor is critical to developing accurate knowledge
and thus good practice, i.e., rigor is relevant.
Hopefully, it will convince you that (1) intuition is
untrustworthy; (2) best practices studies are not a
best practice; (3) academic research should and
can be both relevant and comprehensible; and (4)
empirical generalizations are a useful way to accumulate knowledge and address current issues.
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Why Not Trust Intuition/
Experience/”The Force”?
One approach to decision making relies on intuition or a “sense” of the market. Intuition is widely
available and often easy to obtain. Unfortunately,
there are two major problems with intuitionbased decisions.
Whose intuition do we trust? If we had access to a
Delphic oracle or mystic, perhaps their intuition
should be utilized. Unfortunately, it is hard to find
such beings in a phone book or on the Internet. If
one relies on mere mortals, however, whose opinion
should we follow? Do we listen to the most experienced (who may have lost a step or two), the young
up-and-coming (who may lack perspective), salespeople (with their own agenda) . . . ? Do we judge
opinions based on slickness of PowerPoint presentations, apparent strength of conviction or loudness
of argument, position in the organization, or educational or experience background? If we combine
opinions to form a consensus, does that rule out
truly innovative thoughts? While some serious
research has been done on the subject of combining
opinions, in most cases, decision making relies on
persuasiveness and/or power which may or (often)
may not be related to knowledge accuracy.
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Note that widespread agreement does not guarantee accuracy. The consensus was once that the
world is flat, the earth is the center of the
universe, and investment in the Internet is a sure
way to wealth. (There is a term, “false consensus,”
for agreement on an incorrect position.) Hence,
the fact that “everyone is doing it” doesn’t necessarily mean it is a good thing to do.

increased (cell A) and conclude that it does.
Unfortunately, causality is related to the relative
ratio of A/(A+B) to C/(C+D) (i.e., is the probability of increased sales higher when promotion is
increased?). The relative “availability” (ease of
recall) of examples in cell A leads to an overestimation of the likelihood of causality, i.e., we see a
cause where none may exist.

Intuition is faulty. An entire field of inquiry is
devoted to demonstrating how inaccurate and
inefficient our judgments and decisions are.
Behavioral decision theory (BDT) has catalogued
numerous such tendencies, including the tendency
to over-rely on readily available (accessible) information and the preference for explanations that
allow for control of the outcome. Indeed, the last
Nobel prize in economics went to Daniel
Kahneman, a pivotal figure in this area. Put in
laymen’s terms, our judgment is frequently awful.

This problem is magnified by the choice of possible causal variables. Managers tend to consider
as causal variables those which are “obvious” (e.g.,
have data available on them) or are easy to recall
and think about or are controllable by managers.
They also prefer causes that are consistent with
their particular point of view or self-interest (e.g.,
those in advertising “want” to believe advertising
causes sales)—generally a very incomplete set of
potential causes.

As an example, consider the issue of whether one
action (increased promotion) causes another
(increased sales). When thinking about this, most
people recall instances when both the cause and
effect occurred, i.e., when increased promotion
was accompanied by increased sales.
Unfortunately, this is a singularly bad way to
assess causality.
Consider the table below which displays various
combinations of the possible cause and outcomes.

Results Occurs
(e.g., Increased Sales)

“Cause” Occurs
(e.g., Increased Promotion)

Yes

No

Yes

A

B

No

C

D

When considering whether promotion causes
sales, most people recall instances when both
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Even when the “right” variables are considered
and data on all four cells are available to them,
however, managers (like people in general) are
poor judges of causality. For example, one study
(Narayanan and Lehmann 1998) found that even
when given the number of occurrences in all four
cells of the table, people placed most weight on
cell A, next on cell B, then C, and finally D
(which they essentially ignored). Yet cell D, where
the lack of sales increase is accompanied by a lack
of an increase in promotion, is critical for establishing causality. The same study also showed a
tendency (unhelpful if carried to extremes) of
only concluding a cause led to an effect if their
prior intuition suggested it does. As a consequence, individual judgments of causality are
often quite poor. Since assuming that “promotion
causes sales” leads to budget decisions, this is far
from being just an “academic issue.”

The Questionable Practice of “Best
Practices” Studies
Terms like “practice sharing” and “best practices”
have become ubiquitous in management circles.
Indeed, these now substitute for more traditional
research in many cases. Without question they can
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uncover interesting ideas and actions to consider.
However, they are not very useful for establishing
causality or projection for a number of reasons.

Su
Co cce
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pa ss
ni ful
es

Availability/sample bias
What do best practices studies do? They look for
a common practice or practices followed by
successful companies and imply that these practices cause success. In essence, this is the same
problem discussed previously with new labels:

Follow Practice

A

B

Don’t Follow Practice

C

D

Practices studies essentially report cells A and B,
the number (or percent) of firms following a practice. Best practices studies focus on cell A, the
practices followed by successful firms. Neither
establishes that the practice causes success. For
example, if 80% of the companies that are
successful follow a particular practice, one might
label it a best practice. Would you still do so if
90% of unsuccessful firms followed the practice?
Getting causality backwards
In many cases, the causality may actually be
reversed. That is, successful firms may be able to
afford the practices (e.g., extensive health benefits, sabbaticals for employees). In general, the
firms that advertise on the Super Bowl (the aberration of dot.coms excluded) are successful
whereas few unsuccessful (small, unprofitable)
firms advertise there. Yet it seems more likely that
successful firms can afford Super Bowl ads than
that Super Bowl ads make a firm successful.
Tendency to ignore other explanations
Most humans seek explanations that are
appealing or acceptable to them (e.g., failure was
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someone or something else’s fault or the practice
is one they like or can control). This leads to
considering a limited number of practices. For
example, many managers underestimate the
impact of competitors or the economy on their
results, preferring to focus on their own actions.
Ignoring complexity
Humans, sensibly, like simple explanations.
Unfortunately (perhaps due to evolutionary biology
which required quick decision rules to avoid sabertoothed tigers), we carry it to extremes. Rather than
asking if some other cause may be involved, we tend
to seize on the first cause/practice that “works.”This
means we ignore the likelihood that another practice might work better or that a given practice only
works in certain conditions, i.e., when something
else is also going on. For example, an increase in
promotion may increase sales only when brand
equity is high, competition is weak, etc. While some
find such complexity irritating, its existence is
important and, for some of us, beneficial. If the
world were truly simple, then children or calculators
could be programmed to make decisions, thus obviating the need for managers with expensive educations and six-figure (or higher) salaries.
History works, except for turning points.
I am a huge believer in learning from history (and
the related French proverb about history
repeating itself ) and a major proponent of metaanalysis, an approach which basically summarizes
what happened in the past. Nonetheless, the past
(especially when examined in short time periods)
isn’t always the future. How many of the In Search
of Excellence firms are still excellent? If one examined the characteristics of firms with the greatest
value (market capitalization) in early 2001, they
would share many practices: large hype, growing
losses, young employees involved in high-tech
(in general) and Internet (in particular) businesses. Employing such “best practices” at that
time, however, would have been disastrous.
Copying practices often just adds cost
(you never lead by following).
What happens if all companies search for “best
practices,” find the same ones, and employ them?
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The result is that no one has a competitive advantage, much less a sustainable one. Since most practices add costs, the consequence is the kind of “pure
competition” where no one makes much money.To
paraphrase a maxim from sailing, it makes sense to
go with a strong wind. Unfortunately, if you are
behind and have no executional advantage (e.g.,
efficiency), you will never pass the leader. At some
point you need to track to clear air. Looking for
best practices can generate ineffective me-too, as
well as antiquated, solutions to problems.

This suggests targeting radically new products to
light or non-users is a potentially superior strategy.

Relevant Academic Research:
An Oxymoron?
Academic research is often couched in specialized
and arcane language and uses incomprehensible
(and unnecessarily complex) methods and language.
Yet in spite of this, much academic research has
relevance to real decisions. As examples of how
academic research can be relevant, consider some
work in three MSI research priorities areas: understanding customers, brands, and new products.
Understanding customers
Consider the following two statements, both of
which seem sensible:
1. New products should be targeted to experienced (expert) customers.
2. People respond positively to expert advice.
Unfortunately, both are at best too simplistic.
Customer Reactions to New Products
Comprehension
10

Novice
Expert

9
8
7
6

Net Benefits
Novice
Expert

9.5
+1

.71

.92

.5

7.1
6.7
6.0

0

–.23

–.5

5

Discontinuous

Continuous

Innovation Continuity

Discontinuous

Innovation Continuity

Source: Moreau, Lehmann, and Markman (2001), p. 21.
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Another study (Fitzsimons and Lehmann 2003)
found that “expert agent” recommendations often
produced an unintended opposite (“reactance”)
effect. When told an apparently inferior/bad
alternative was bad, 71% of shoppers chose an
apparently superior alternative. However, when
told the inferior alternative was good, they
became less likely to choose it (i.e., 87% now
chose the apparently superior one.) Similarly,
when the agent said the apparently superior alternative was good, 71% chose it. However, when
the agent said the superior alternative was bad,
more people (93%), not less, chose it. They did
this in spite of the fact that they were now less
satisfied with their decision. Basically, this “reactance” to apparently incorrect information led
them to move in the opposite direction of the
recommendation. (See “Expert Recommendations and Reactance Effects.”)
This finding suggests that one should be careful
with “unpopular” recommendations since you
may get the reverse effect (think parents and children), as well as generate dissatisfaction which
can harm future business. (This, unfortunately,
may explain politicians’ general unwillingness to
espouse unpopular views.)

–.57

–1
Continuous

One study (Moreau, Lehmann, and Markman
2001) examined reactions of potential customers
to new products (e.g., digital photography). For a
“continuous”/marginal innovation, experts were
indeed better able to comprehend, and saw more
benefits in, the new product. However, when the
innovation was portrayed as discontinuous/
radical (made analogous to a scanner), the results
reversed, with camera experts having lower
comprehension and seeing fewer net benefits.
(See “Customer Reactions to New Products.”)
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Another level of customer understanding comes
from analyzing the value of a customer (Gupta,
Lehmann, and Stuart 2001). Assuming a
customer generates a constant level of net revenue
to a firm (i.e., there is no growth/customer expan86

Expert Recommendations and Reactance Effects
What Agent Says

% Choose
Superior Target

Decision Satisfaction
(1–10)

About a Bad Alternative
It’s Bad
It’s Good

70.6%
86.7

8.1
6.2

About a Good Alternative
It’s Good
It’s Bad

70.6
92.9

8.8
4.7

sion), the (discounted) value of that customer to a
firm depends on the discount rate and customer
retention:
Discount Rate (%)
Retention Rate (%)

10

12

14

16

60

2.00

1.92

1.85

1.79

70

2.50

2.38

2.27

2.17

80

3.33

3.13

2.94

2.78

90

5.00

4.55

4.17

3.85

Source: Figures based on Gupta, Lehmann, and Stuart (2001).

Two main insights emerge from this straightforward but “rigorous” calculation. First, the value of
such a customer is two to five times current (e.g.,
annual) net revenue. This provides a useful standard against which to weigh acquisition and
retention costs.
Second, the multiple is much more sensitive to
the retention than the discount rate. (Actually,
the discount rate may in fact be a function of the
Average Changes (%) 1990–96
Marketing Mix
Variable

P&G

All
Competition

Colgate

Unilever

Gillette

Advertising

+20.7%

+6.2

+67.3

+9.0

+68.8

Deals

–15.7

+12.6

+39.7

+2.2

+11.5

Coupons

–54.3

–17.3

+24.0

–32.0

+127.8

Net Price

+20.4

+8.4

+2.5

+11.5

–7.7

Source: Ailawadi, Lehmann, and Neslin (2001), p. 49.
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retention rate; higher retention means less risk
which should lead to a lower discount rate.) This
suggests that work on product quality and
marketing will add more to customer, and hence
firm, value than exotic financial engineering. Put
simply, marketing matters.
Brands
Rigorous research can be simple and straightforward. One study examined the impact of P&G’s
move toward everyday low pricing (EDLP) in the
early 1990s (Ailawadi, Lehmann, and Neslin
2001). The paper had the “usual” collection of
statistical models (e.g., non-linear demand equations and competitive reaction functions).
However, a simple analysis of average changes
over the 23 product categories studied makes
clear what happened (see table below).
P&G increased advertising and price and cut
deals and coupons. Unilever tended to go along.
However, competitors on average and Colgate
and Gillette in particular did not: they increased
deals and coupons. The result: P&G lost share,
although its profits may have increased. This
result reinforces the need to consider competitor
reactions when analyzing strategic options, a
“complication” which is often overlooked. It also
suggests that rigor need not be complicated.
New products
One critical issue is what makes a new product
successful. A number of studies have addressed
this. In one (Goldenberg, Lehmann, and
Mazursky 2001), a series of successful and unsuccessful new products were identified and their
characteristics analyzed. The results are interesting (at least to me).
Products that relied on clear attribute-based
changes tended to be successful. More interesting, solution-spotting (seeing what customers
were doing on their own to solve problems), and
formal market research increased the likelihood
of success while “our friends” intuition (mental
invention) and trend-following (practicecopying) decreased it. Also, while market
newness increased success, technical newness
87

What Makes a New Product Successful?
Early
Determinants

Variable

Templates

Attribute dependency (24)

91.7

Component control (76)

87.1

Not a template (76)

32.9

Need spotting (34)

64.7

Solution spotting (17)

88.2

Market research (11)

72.7

Random event (7)

85.7

Mental invention (40)

32.5

Trend following (19)

21.1

Source of idea

Success (%)

Project Level
Determinants

Variable

Newness to the market

High (39)

56.4

Moderate (87)

69.6

Low (32)

25.0

Newness to the firm

New to the firm (87)

52.5

Product offering

Need addressing (54)

75.9

Economical (5)

40.0

Segment focused (24)

62.5

Trend, gimmick (39)

41.0

Success (%)

Technological superiority (24)

Technology change

9.0

Formalization (27)

74.1

Major (24)

20.8

Moderate (33)

42.4

Minor (69)

73.9

Source: Goldenberg, Lehmann, and Mazursky (2001)

decreased it. The moral: do something
new/better, but do it simply. Here again, simple
analysis revealed interesting results that may not
match intuition. (See “What Makes a New
Product Successful?”)

Empirical Generalizations
Companies have, but often ignore, considerable
information in their files. By analyzing what has
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happened in the past (aka meta-analysis), one can
obtain a prediction of what will happen in the
future (barring a major turning point not
accounted for in the analysis). This approach
helps average out the infinite number of idiosyncrasies associated with a single study and allows
for “triangulating” a finding. Considerable
evidence suggests that even when averages differ
(e.g., between large and small regions or specific
products) the impact of specific variables (e.g.,
advertising) can be similar.
88

Innovation Processes and Success
Factor

Number of
Studies

Number of
Measures

Average
Correlation

Strategic:
Technological synergy
Product advantage

6
5

18
22

.22
.31

Marketing synergy
Company resources

5
3

24
4

.14
.30

Strategy

1

9

.32

Development Process:
Protocol
Proficiency of technical activities

7
7

27
27

.29
.26

Proficiency of marketing activities
Proficiency of pre-development activity
Top management support/skill

5
5
2

20
14
12

.31
.24
.23

Financial/business analysis
Speed to market

1
1

4
1

.18
.18

Market Environment:
Market potential
Environment

4
2

18
4

.18
.29

Organizational:
Internal/external relations
Organizational factors

3
3

15
16

.31
.30

Source: Montoya-Weiss and Calantone (1994), p. 408

In essence, this is a different approach to developing knowledge. Specific studies, often done in
rush mode, have high apparent relevance. However, they are also subject to idiosyncrasies (e.g., a
world event or characteristics of a test area). In
contrast, a meta-analysis goes across several
studies which provides for a more stable estimate
and allows one to assess the impact of different
conditions (e.g., a consumable vs. a durable good
or a growing vs. contracting economy). It also has
the advantage of being available yesterday, a
notable advantage in a time-compressed world.
Consider the quest for the silver bullet, that
magic process to guarantee new product success.
One study (Montoya-Weiss and Calantone
1994) assembled available research to a point in
time to assess the effect of various aspects of the
new product process on success. The resulting
correlations are on the order of .3, meaning they
individually explain 9% of the variation in
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success. While this is important and relevant, it is
hardly a silver bullet. What this means is that
multiple processes need to be combined to
improve the odds of success. (See “Innovation
Processes and Success.”)
Another potential use of meta-analysis is for
purposes of evaluating proposed budgets.
Consider the following budget for a slowly
growing market:
Current

Proposed

Sales ($)

30,000,000

39,000,000

Gross Margin (50%)

15,000,000

19,500,000

5,000,000

8,000,000

10,000,000

11,500,000

Advertising ($)
Profit ($)

Is it reasonable? Would you decide based on the
appeal of the PowerPoint presentation?
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One approach is to see if the implied budget is
sensible in terms of the implied effect of advertising on sales. Based on research (Lodish et al.
1995; Assmus, Farley, and Lehmann 1984), we
know the impact of doubling advertising
spending (“advertising elasticity”) tends to
increase sales, from about 1% for a mature
product to about 30% for a new product. The
budget above proposes a 30% increase in sales
for a 60% increase in advertising, i.e., an elasticity of 50%. Since this is beyond the range of
past experiences, it seems prudent to question
the budget. While the campaign, copy, etc. may
be “special,” it is probably not that special
compared to past ones (which also used copywriters, copy-testing, etc.) While sometimes it
makes sense to “ignore the odds,” it is still useful
to know you are doing so.

Rigor vs. Rigidity/Rigor Mortis
Rigor is not magic or formulaic; creativity
matters. The developers of “rigorous” methods
were often quite creative (e.g., in physics, Kepler
interpreted his mentor Brahe’s data to develop
laws of motion).
Rigor is not synonymous with complicated (see
earlier examples regarding P&G’s EDLP and the
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